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Molecular dynamics simulation of local structure and vibrational spectrum of uranyl (U02)2+
in vitreous B203

Z. –H. Zhuang, G. K. Liu, and J. V. Beitz
Chemistry Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439

Laser spectroscopic and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra have shown that
uranium in B203 glass matrix forms uranyl in the electronic configuration of (UOZ)2+,but its
surrounding structure is not well known. Understanding of uranyl local structure, ion-ligand
interaction, and chemical stability on the nanometer scale in glasses is essential in management of
long-term performance of high-level nuclear wastes after disposal in a geologic repository. In the
present work, the structure, phonon density of states, and vibrational spectrum of vitreous BZ03 and
the surrounding environment that contains a uranyl ion have been studied using a molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation method that utilizes the Born-Mayer-Huggins and Coulomb pair
potentials and the Stillinger-Weber three-body potential. A system of 406 ions was considered in
our calculation. Simulation of a thermal quenching from 3000 K to 300 K was performed to
generate a uniform and equilibrium model glass matrix before structure configuration and
vibrational frequencies were obtained from the system. The structure of the simulated glass is in
agreement with that reported by Krogh-Moe 1and Mozzi et al. 2 The characteristic network of
planar boroxol (B306) rings is evident in the simulated system. 3 A configuration of a @ cation in
the vitreous B203 matrix is shown in Fig. 1. It is shown that a nearly linear (U02)2+ uranyl ion is
coordinated by four equatorial oxygen anions in an approximately planar arrangement. The U-O
bond length is approximately 0.178 nm for the axial oxygen and 0.254 nm for the equatorial-.
oxygen, which is in good agreement with the U-O distances obtained from fitting EXAFS spectra.
Based on the simulated model structure, the uranyl vibrational spectrum is simulated and compared
with experimental results obtained using site-selective fluorescence line narrowing (FLN)
techniques.
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Fig. 1 Simulated local structure for uranyl in B203 glass matrix.
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Figure 2. Calculated angular distributions for al
24Mg excited states.radiation emitted from The

Figure 1. schematic decay path of distributions feeding the 20Ne ground state, the 2+
the Q and -y radiation. and 4+ states are displayed, each for L(a) = 6.

2. Experiment

To identify the spins of the 1 ~ 8 candidate states, we performed an experiment with
the ATLAS accelerator at Argonne National Laboratory. A compact setup of five Dou-
bly Segmented Silicon Strip Detectors (DSSD) was developed for the target chamber of
GAMMASPHERE. During this experiment, the 4m detector array GAMMASPHERE [7] was
equipped with 100 escape-suppressed Germanium detectors. The states of 24Mg were
populated in the 12C(1G0, a)24Mg reaction. The high-lying states decay subsequently by
o–emission to either the 0+,2+ or 4+ state of 20Ne. A sketch of the relevant decay paths
is displayed in Figure 1. The Q particle emitted from compound states of 28Si, denoted as

a., was detected upstream of the target in an annular DSSD. The Q particles populating
the 20Ne states, denoted as oq, were detected around dl~b= 45° in four planar DSSD.

Calculated angular distributions of the al particles are displayed in figure 2. The dis-
tributions are. calculated for 24Mg states in the magnetic sub-state m = O, which is a
reasonable approximation for our experiment (see Sect. 3). In the case where al feeds
the 20Ne ground state, the angular distributions are the squared Legendre Polynomials
Pf (cos(dml ))2. If the excited 2+ or 4+ states of 20Ne are populated, the al angular dis-
tributions lose their characteristic form. This is due to the fact that the final 20Ne state
contains an incoherent superposition of several m-substates, washing out the characteris-
tic oscillations. Since the decay towards the excited states in 20Ne takes over very rapidly
above 15 MeV excitation, the method is limited to relatively low-lying states.

It was demonstrated [3,4] that this obstacle can be overcome for the decays feeding the
20Ne ~–ray. By observing the complete decay path,2+ level, by detecting the subsequent

one imposes a coherent relation between the m-substates of the 2+ state in 20Ne and this
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feature re-establishes the characteristic oscillation pattern in the Q1 angular distributions.
Most firm spin assignments to high-lying states in 24Mg stem from measurements of this

type [3–5], but are limited to states which show a strong decay path to the 20Ne 2+ state.
To extend the above mentioned method towards decays involving the 4+ state, one has
to detect both ~ rays in the 4+ + 2+ + 0+ cascade in coincidence with the a–partitle:
This is the aim of the present work.

The requirement of a high coincidence efficiency for the cq?–cascades makes this exper-
iment possible only in conjunction with a 47r-y detector array, such as GAMMASPHERE.

The necessity to cover the full solid angle with detectors also leads to a much more com-
plicated data analysis. While the classic experiments [3,4] used two NaI– detectors at fixed
angles, here one has to find a way to take all available angles into account and, thus, an-
alyze five-dimensional correlation patterns. Our data analysis method, which is applied
to the triple- as well as to the quadruple correlations, is based on a Fourier transforma-
tion with respect to an orthogonal basis of the correlation patterns. The technique is a
generalization of a method called SpeeDCO which was used to analyze ~~–DCO patterns
measured with 4r–detector arrays [9].

3. The “Dynamic” Alignment Axis

Before we develop the formalism and analysis method for the quadruple correlations,
we have to discuss the influence of the compound-emitted a. particle on the correlation
patterns of subsequent radiations. The ideal experiment would detect Q. on the beam
axis, which would transfer the m = O sub-state of the compound nucIeus to the 24Mg

level. This situation would, thus, produce subsequent correlation patterns independent of
the particular angular momentum of ao.

The need to place the Silicon detectors inside the GAMMASPHERE target chamber re-
sulted in a setup covering lab. angles between 158° – 168° with one annular DSSD detector.
Although those angles correspond to center of mass angles smaller than 10° off the beam
axis, they are sufficiently large to induce m = 1 and m = 2 components to 24Mg states
and have to be considered in the analysis. Calculations of the effect show that we can
define a dynamic alignment axis, for which m = O is predominant, based on the angle
of ao. This “tilted” alignment axis lies inside the beam-a. plane at an angle, which
can be approximated by the expression .$ N LQO/l~~ (180° – 190). In the data analysis,
all subsequent correlation angles are measured relative to this axis. Since the L@Ois in
principle not known, the parameter was varied to produce the largest al–distribution
amplitudes. All deduced values are consistent with population from compound states of
spin 16 ~ 1. In none of the analyzed cases did the spin assignment depend critically on
the particular choice for LQO. A similar procedure had been applied in the analysis of
angular correlations of breakup fragments; for a discussion see Ref. [10].

4. Angular Correlations

We can limit our analysis to the cases where angular momentum of the q particle takes
on the value L = 11A– IB 1. Deviations from these stretched decays were not observed in
our experiment. The CY-7angular correlations are calculated with equations (l–3), which
are analogous to the expressions given in Ref. [3]. In our notation, the terms depending
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on the a angles were collected in Af~oqol(1) and the terms depending on ~ angles were

‘~oqo)(2) Note also that only the A term contains the spin of interest lA. Acollected in l?2
more elaborate deduction of the correlation formulae can be found e.g. in the discussion
leading to equations (12.189) and (12.204) of Ref. [8]. .

By’o@7, @,)=- (2A0 + 1)-’/2F,o(E2, 2+ + O+)qqo,, #,) (2)

~(]A, 2+)(&l,e~,d~)= ~ A(AoqO)(IA,2+)(6~170)B~’0)(67, d,) (3)
Ao=O..4,eueta

qi3=-Acl..A(l

In the present work, we are interested in the situation where the al particles populate
the 4+ state of 20Ne. The formula now has to incorporate the correlations of two ~–
rays, which makes it a function of five geometrical angles (d~l, 071, #71, O-p, @7Z). Again,
the terms concerning the a–particle and the ~~ correlations can be separated in two
expressions. The definition of A(~ogo)(001) (equation 1) is identical to the 2+ case.

By@J(e71, 4.1, ~727 472) ~f ~ (2A2+ 1)-W’;,,,(E2, 4+ + 2+)F’2(E2, 2+ + o+)
h. Alq2ql

(4)

Ao=0..8,even

glJ=-x)..A(l

Our new data analysis method is based on the observation that the 13~’gO) and 13p’go)
coefficients form an orthogonal basis of the two- or four-dimensional subspaces containing
the ~ or ~~ correlation patterns, respectively. To obtain a Fourier-transformed represen-
tation of the experimental correlations W2 and W4, we fold them with the basis vectors 132
and B4 for a relevant set of indices (~o, qo).

(6)

(7)

From the structure of equations (3) and (5) it is obvious that the Fourier–transformed
(Ao,ql))representations s2 and S4‘~o’qo)will be compared to the calculated At~o’qo)(Id, 2+) (6~1)

and Ai~oIqo)(lA, 4+)(801), respectively. Calculations of the A(~o’~01(lA, IB) also show that
only the terms with the maximal possible value of A. = 21B show the strong oscillation
patterns, i.e. A. = 4 for 2+–feeding and A. = 8 for 4+-feeding.
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Figure 3. Sample triple angular correlation data observed for the al-y decay of the 16.5
MeV state (top), analyzed with equation (6). Plotted are the correlation data for (AOqO)=
(4, 0)(4, 1)(4, 2)(4, 3), together with the distributions calculated for spin 8 (bold) and for
spin 6 (dash) and spin 10 (dotted).
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Figure4. Sample quadruple angular correlation data observed fortheal~~ decay of the
17.1 MeV state (top), analyzed with equation (7). Plotted are the correlation data for
(Aoqo) = (8, O)(8, 1)(8, 2), together with the distributions calculated for spin 8.
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5. Data Analysis

Using equation (6), we analyzed the triple (al?) correlations for 24Mg states that subse-
20Ne Figure 3 shows the angular correlations observedquently al–decay to the 2+ level in .

in the decay of the 16.5 MeV state. The experimental values are corrected for ●the ge-
ometrical acceptance of the a–detectors. We compare the experiment with correlations
calculated for different spin assumptions, spin 8+,6+ and 10+. The experimental distri-
butions match the calculated patterns for all relevant (Aogo) indices for the spin 8, L=6
hypothesis. The period of the angular oscillations is characteristic for the L-value of the
a transition and does not fit the other spin assumptions.

The quadruple (Ql~~) correlations for states feeding the 4+ level were analyzed using
equation (7). In Figure 4 we display the quadruple correlations measured in the decay
of the 17.2 MeV state. The structure of the distributions is very similar to the cases
of 2+ decay, with characteristic oscillations depending on the angular momentum of the
a–particle. In total, the spin of four states could be determined with this new method.
These results will be discussed elsewhere [6].

6. Conclusion

We measured population and decay of high-lying states in 24Mg using a–spectroscopy
in conjunction with -y-rays detected by GAMMASPHERE. We developed a new analysis
method based on a Fourier transformation which allows us to analyze the triple angu-
lar correlations in unsurpassed detail. Furthermore, we analyzed for the first time the
quadruple angular correlations of cvyy cascades, which allow for spin determination of
states which could not be reached in previous experiments. The formalism developed for
our experiment can be applied to analyze high-fold angular correlations measured with
4Z detector arrays.
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